DOI Request Information
* = required
URL*

The location of the landing page with more
information about the resource.

Creators*

The main researchers or organizations involved
in producing the resource, in priority order.

Creator identifiers

Uniquely identifies an individual or legal entity,
according to various schemas, e.g. ORCID, ROR
or ISNI. Use name identifier expressed as URL.
The Given Name, Family Name and Name will
automatically be filled out for ORCID and ROR
identifiers.

Creator affiliations
Title* (can add multiple)

Title of the object

Title type

Alternative Title
Subtitle
Translated Title
Other

Title Language
Publisher*

The name of the entity that holds, archives,
publishes prints, distributes, releases, issues, or
produces the resource.

Publication year*

Year the resource was or will be made available

Resource Type general*

Audiovisual
Collection
Data paper
Dataset
Event
Image
Interactive resource
Model
Physical object
Service
Other - Please specify

Subjects

Subject, keyword, classification code, or key
phrase describing the resource.

Contributors

The institution or person responsible for
collecting, managing, distributing, or otherwise
contributing to the development of the resource.

Dates

Different dates relevant to the resource

Related Identifiers

Identifiers of related resources

Descriptions

Additional information about the resource that
does not fit in any of the other categories.

Geolocations

Spatial region or named place where the data
was gathered or about which the resource is
focused.

Language

The primary language of the resource.

Alternate Identifier

An identifier or identifiers other than the primary
Identifier applied to the resource being
registered.
Ex: ISBN for a

Rights

Rights information for the resource.

Size

Size (e.g. bytes, pages, inches, etc.) or duration
(extent), e.g. hours, minutes, days, etc., of the
resource.

Format

Technical format of the resource.

Version

The version number of the resource.

Funding References

Information about financial support (funding) for
the resource being registered.

Fields for Funding References:
Funder Name
Funder Identifier
Funder Identifier Type (GRID, ISNI, ROR, Other)
Award Number
Award Title
Award URI

